If ƒ is an entire function of type a, bounded on the real axis, a well-known theorem of Bernstein gives sup^R \f'(x)\ < ffsup^e R \f(x)\. Our objective is to construct a Banach space, based on this theorem, in which the existence problem for broad classes of partial differential equations can be solved with surprising ease. The idea of using Bernstein's theorem in the study of coupled systems is due to Nickel [3].
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1. Notation. We denote real or complex ra-dimensional space by R m or C m respectively, and the norm of a vector z in one of these spaces by \z\. The norm of any function F:
fixed, o t > 0, and use ƒ as a multi-index; thus: 
\h-x \f(x +h,y)-/(*, y)] -f x (x, y)\<\h\ \f xx (x + Oh, y)\ (h * 0).

This shows that D J f(x, y) is continuous. Referring to (c) again, we get the following THEOREM. B(m, p, o, D) is a Banach space and D J is a bounded operator on it
4. A boundary-value problem. We write z G C p as a column (Zj, z 2 ,..., z p ) tr . If A is a p by p matrix it is assumed that the matrix norm is compatible with the norm in C p , in the sense \Az | < \A \ \z |. We also require |z | < |z1 whenever \z t \ < \7-\.
Let Ai(t) be p by p matrix-valued functions, continuous for 0 < t < T, let B = Bim, p, a, [0, T\ ), and let and this gives the conclusion as in §4 above. Clearly, these results can be generalized. In Corollary 2, for example, the Laplacian can be replaced by an arbitrary elliptic operator for which Green's function exists, and inhomogeneous boundary conditions can be allowed. For alternative approaches to the theory of coupled systems, compare [1] , [2] .
